Inter-Limb Muscle Synergy of Hands-and-Knees Crawling in Typical Developing Infants and Infants with Developmental Delay.
The aim of this study was to quantify and compare the inter-limb muscle coordination during crawling between typically developing infants and infants with developmental delay. Typically developing (TD, $\text{N}=$20) infants and infants with at risk of developmental delay (ARDD, $\textbf{N}=$33) or confirmed developmental delayCDD, N=14) participated in this study. Surface electromyography of eight muscles from arms and legs and the corresponding joint kinematic data were collected while they were crawling on hands and knees at their self-selected velocity. The number of used inter-limb muscle synergies during crawling was identified by nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm. Our results showed that there was no significant difference in the number of used muscle synergies between ARDD and TD infants during crawling. However, a reduced number of synergies were identified in infants with CDD, as compared to that in TD and ARDD infants, indicating constrained neuromuscular control strategy during crawling in developmental delayed infants. The absence of inter-limb muscle synergies may be one of the mechanisms underlying the impairments of crawling in developmental delayed infants, who are at high risk of cerebral palsy. This result also suggests that the metrics of muscle synergy during infant crawling, such as the number of synergy, may be feasible as a biomarker for early diagnosis of infants with cerebral palsy.